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Subject: Drop Test of Shipping Container -
Proposed Amendment No. 21 to SNYM-55

Gent lemen:

As a result of our discussion in Bethesda on August 20,
1964 we have conducted a drop test for the container
designated . in support of our request for shipment approval
for loaded tubular elements containing approximately 5,
enriched U02 pellets. ,;re selected Container A since it
represents the container having the lesser structural strength
of the two containers proposed for this shipment. All
calculations have been based on the drop test results for
Container A. A steel rod weighing approximately 75 pounds
an(d filling the inner 40 schedule pipe was used to simulate
the loading of the container with fuel. The first drop was
made to provide a side impact on the shipping container from
a height of 30 feet measured to the bottom of the drum. The
diameter of the drum prior to the drop was 22.75 inches and
a deformation of 3.25 inches was determined after the drop.
Since the container remained intact another drop on the top
w'as performed in the same manner with the same container.
Except for an approximate 21§ inch protrusion from tho bottom
of the drum no significant deformation was produced.

Our nuclear safety calculation, considering a cubic
array of the deformed containers, was performed using the
dimensions resulting from the drop test. Since this
calculation has shown that the nost reactive array of the
deformed containers will not produce criticality, wre request
that your approval. of this shipment be made without a require-
ment for shoring as described in our August 14, 1964 submission.
Fuel is ready fox shipment at Nuclear Fuel Services and we
request immediate approval for shipment of the tubular elements.
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'Se appreciate very much the excellent cooperation of
all AEC personnel who have reviewed our submissions. Their
comments have been very helpful.

Very truly yours,

C. i. Keller
Nuclear Accountability &
Licensing Representative

CVl£/mc



Nuclear Safety Zvaluation

Discussion

Nuclear safety calculations have been completed for
the MTJ-iA shipping container using the dimensions obtained
from the 30-foot drop test. The container consists of a
4-inch inside diameter pipe centered in a 55 gallon drum.
The maximum deformiation of the diameter was 3.25 inches.

The calculations were based on a 19.5 inch center-to-
center drumi spacing for the miost reactive array assuming
that the shipping containers were stacked two high as shown
in the solid angle calculations.

The calculations assumed that:

(1) each container contained a maximum of 27 fuel
tubes which limited the U-235 content to 1.11
kilograms

(2) the active fuel region was a 4 inch cylinder 40
inches in length*,and

(3) the container was flooded with water

The effective multiplication factor for the most
reactive unit in the array was 0.35. A unit consisted of
shipping containers stacked two high.

Conclusions

The total allowable solid angle is equal to 9-10 keff
or 5.5 steradians. The total calculated solid angle was
4.7 steradians for the previously described array. There-
fore, the use of the shipping containers described in this
letter presents no potential hazards fromn the nuclear safety
standpoint.

*The 4-inch diameter center pipe is actually 42 inches long.

However, the active fuel is actually 36 inches long with a
2 inch end-cap welded onto each fuel tube.
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